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Context:  

Poland and Armenia developed throughout years solid key regional innovation ecosystems which 

generate business and investment opportunities. In both countries technological industry shows rapid 

and sustainable growth. Both startup ecosystems create the best regional cooperation conditions  

for young, innovative talents. Many of Polish and Armenian startups compete on the global market 

without complexes. Cooperation between Polish and Armenian startup ecosystems could contribute  

to the development of innovation sector in both countries. Taking this opportunity the Embassy  

of the Republic of Poland in Armenia cordially invites you to participate in the hybrid event promoting 

Polish-Armenian startups cooperation.  

 

The conference “Investment and Business Opportunities in Polish and Armenian Startup Ecosystems” 

will take place at the Yerevan State University on October the 15th 2021 at 3 p.m. local time (1 p.m. 

Warsaw time). The event will be held in the hybrid format, i.e. the main speakers will be present 

physically at the conference with invited guests from Yerevan, all other participants and guests will 

attend it online via Zoom webinar platform. The first part of the conference will be honored by opening 

speeches of Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Poland Mr. Marcin Przydacz  

and Deputy Minister of High-Tech Industry of the Republic of Armenia, Mr. Davit Sahakyan.  

The main goal of the conference is to explore startup ecosystems in Poland and Armenia, and facilitate 

cooperation among startups from both countries by creating business opportunities for young, 

innovative talents and through building an extensive network of partners in both countries. The most 

promising sector is IT, including cybersec. Target groups of the event are startups, R&D teams, 

inventors, ready-to-become startup founders, community activists and insiders, university startup labs 

and venture investors.  

During the conference representatives of the biggest startup hubs of both countries will introduce and 

discuss conditions of the functioning of both ecosystems. Their information will be useful to prepare 

startups to take part in calls for proposals to be organized by the Polish Embassy with its partners.  

The winners of the calls will be invited to negotiate investment agreements directly with venture funds 

representatives. The conference will also launch matchmaking activities. Contact details of participants 

will be used to inform about further promotional events and calls for proposals organized by  

the Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Armenia with its partners.   
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Agenda of the Conference/Hybrid Promotional Event/ 

“Investment and Business Opportunities in Polish and Armenian Startup Ecosystems”  

 

13:00-13:15   Welcoming, registering of guests   

13:15-13:40  

Conference opening speeches – /Mr. Marcin Przydacz, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs  

of the Republic of Poland and Mr. Davit Sahakyan, Deputy Minister of High-Tech Industry  

of the Republic of Armenia/ 

13:40-14:40  

Panel 1: Investment and Business Opportunities in Polish and Armenian Startup Ecosystems 

Concept: Poland and Armenia are key regional startup ecosystems generating business and investment 

opportunities for startups. In order to boost interest for creating joint startup projects, this part  

of the conference will be aimed at learning more about the way Armenian and Polish startup 

ecosystems function. The Embassy of the Republic of Poland in Armenia with its Armenian and Polish 

partners will organize next year a call for proposals for the best startup projects in key thematic areas. 

This panel should give startups the view of conditions and preferences existing in both countries  

and thereby let them prepare better for the contest. The panelists should also point out the most 

promising areas of startup cooperation suitable for both ecosystems.  

 Warsaw Stock Exchange investment opportunities for Armenian and Polish startups /CEO  

of Warsaw Stock Exchange Mr Marek Dietl/   

 Presentation on the opportunities of the establishment of cooperation in the Polish startup 

ecosystem with practical knowledge on the Polish legal basis for startup ecosystem, including 

startup preferences, acceleration programs, Venture Capital funds, startup grants, etc.  

/Mr. Maciej Sadowski, CEO of Startup Hub Poland/ 

 Presentation on Armenian startup ecosystem and cooperation opportunities /Mari 

Barseghyan, Manager of Microsoft Innovation Centre and of Enterprise Incubator 

Foundation cybersecurity project (CyHUB)/ 

 Polish-Armenian startup cooperation perspectives in the CyberSec sector /Mr. Robert Siudak, 

President of the Polish Cyber Security Cluster #CyberMadeInPoland/ 

 Polish startup law and preferences /Mr Grzegorz Soprawka, Senior Tax Manager, Domański 

Zakrzewski Palinka sp. k./  

14:40-15:00  Q/A Session  

15:00-15:40  

Panel 2: Polish-Armenian mini matchmaking event  

Concept: 5 Polish and 5 Armenian startups will have the opportunity to introduce themselves  

and present their vision of bilateral cooperation. They can invite potential partners from other country 

to cooperate in a chosen area. This will help startups’ representatives to prepare themselves for taking 

part in call for proposals to be organized  next year by the Polish Embassy. Contact details of online 

participants provided during the conference will be further used by the Embassy  

for matchmaking/promotional activities and invitation for call for proposals.  

15:40-15:50 Q/A session 

15:50 Conclusions end of the conference  


